Attentional effects of noradrenaline vary with arousal level: selective activation of thalamic pulvinar in humans.
Subjects sedated by noradrenergic alpha2 agonists can switch rapidly from a state of extremely low to almost full consciousness following phasic increases in arousal or cognitive demand. Such flexibility is not displayed by traditional sedatives, such as the benzodiazepine diazepam. Experimentally, the phasic modulation of alpha2 effect by arousing or distracting stimuli can counteract the deleterious cognitive effects of alpha2 agonists. We used behavioural and fMRI indices of brain function to investigate the phasic modulatory effect that presentation of loud white noise would have on attentional dysfunction induced by administration of dexmedotomidine, an alpha2 agonist. Dexmedotomidine and midazolam were compared to placebo during performance of a target detection task, which was presented in the presence or absence of white noise. Compared to placebo, both dexmedotomidine and midazolam impaired task performance. This impairment was significantly attenuated by presentation of white noise in the dexmedotomidine condition only. This functional improvement corresponded to selective increase in activity of left medial pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus. This regional increase is suggested to index increases in phasic arousal, which counteract dexmedotomidine's detrimental attentional effects. Finally, despite sedating subjects to equivalent degrees, dexmedotomidine and midazolam had strikingly different regional effects on task-induced brain activity. Therefore, for the same level of sedation, the behavioural and anatomical attributes identifying the quality of sedation can vary.